March 31, 2016 – The American Resistance Party reports that J.B. Williams, March 30, 2016 posted an article in NewsWithViews.com titled, "TEXAS REFUSES TO ANSWER CRUZ QUESTION." In this article Cruz responds to an interviewer:

Interviewer: “What is your understanding of how one becomes a natural born Citizen?”

Cruz: “Two citizen parents and born on the soil.”

Interviewer: “Not exactly, but as I don’t have enough time to fully explain how one does become an natural born Citizen, based on your understanding, would you agree that Barack Obama is ineligible to be POTUS?”

Cruz: “I would agree.”

However, Cruz has taken on lying as his defense of his action of to unconstitutionally run for the office of POTUS. As William said in his article, Cruz is NOT a citizen of the United States. (Note: He gave up his citizenship of Canada so he is the citizen of no country.)

Donald Trump also condemns Cruz for: “not being a natural born citizen.” (See image)

The American Resistance Party points out that Ted Cruz cannot prove he IS A U.S. CITIZEN let alone a NATURAL BORN CITIZEN of the United States!
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